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t:R. HOWES: Perhaps, before r/r. Rustomjee s -t arts, ,this _

would be a suitable opportunity to complete the answers to the
additions to Annexure

A

on Indian Association matters, which

were put to me yesterday.

You will remember that there were

three cases which I was not able to answer yesterday,
THE CHAIR]- ~AN

MR. HO'mS

: Yes, numbers 19, 21 and
Yes.

22.

In regard to No. 19, which is trans

fer ,5210 of 1937, the history of this property is that it was
acquired by a European called Lauder in 1921.
owner of it on the 1st January, 1927.

He was the

But in 1937, by deed

of transfer 5210 of 1937, he sold it "to an Indian called Heera.
Subsequently,

tTiS
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Subsequently, in the same year, Heera sold it to a European
called Harris.

In 1938, Harris sold it to another

~uropean

called Thompson, and by deed of tr2nsfer 918 of 1940, he sold
it to the present owner, an Indian called Seedat.

Now it is

a fact that this property is ' mentioned twice in the Corpora
tion's Schedule A - 1937 and in 1940 - but each of these occa
sions, of course, is a different acquisition by a dif ' erent
Indian of the same property.

These are the facts.

As to

vJhat view the Commission will take of it is a matter for the
Commission.
~~...9'

Then, fr. Chairman, there is case 21 - 5690 of 1938 
tR.

; I submit that that property - case Ne.

RU~Tm :JEE

19, 5210 of 1937 - after the explanation of

~~.

Howes, should

be taken as a repeat.
THE CHAIRrtAN : As I understand,the Corporation's case
is that they put the facts before us.
repeat or not, as we think right.
a number.

Our job is not to think of

Our report will not take the form of saying "There

have been So many cases of

pen~trationlf.

a picture of the whole position.
"

We can regard it as a

put before us.

T,'Je have got to give

The facts here have been

I take it you accept the position?

~"R.

RUSTO~;IJEE

THE

CHAIR~:AN

: Yes.
: ,Of course, if you want us to place any

particular interpretation on theae facts later on, you will
have an opportunity of doing so.

r R. HOT!JE,6 :Case 5690 of 1938, f,' r. Chairman, was acquir
ed by r.'r. Hans l'agraj by that deed of transfer.

After acquir

ing it, he oplit the property into two subdivisions, and subdi
vision A of Lot 50 was sold in 1940 to a European, deed of
transfer 2591 of 1940.
Schedule Z.

That is shown in the Corporation's

The rest of the property, the Remainder of Lot

50, was sold by him to a European comJany.

;;:)0

that that
transaction

JIS
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transaction, in respect of the rerrainder of the property,
should be added to the Corporation's

~chedule

Z.

The deed

of transfer is No. 4025 of 1939.
THE

11!hat is the name of the Company?

CHAIRFAN

rR. HU'lES : The Natal Trust and Administration Company,
Proprietary, Limited.
THE CEAIRKAN : 3hould that date 1937 be 1939 in your
adcitions to Annexure A?
~iR.

HO'VL3 :

Yes, that should be 1939.

The description

of the property, of course, is the Remainder of Lot 50, Block
"-'

AO.
THE CHhIRI'"AN

~

Then is the pOSition in regard to that

property that the whole of it was owned by a European on the
1st January, 1927?
rR. HOWES :

THE

Yes.

CHAIR~.'AN

That the whole of it was acquired aubse

quent to that date by an Indian?

......

:. Yes.

l :R .

HO~'1ES

THL

CHAIR1~

: That por'tion of it has coree back into

the ownership of a European Company?
!'R. H(,1,\lE3 : No, the who 1e of it, now, in tw 0 parts, one

to a European, the other to a European Company.

It should now

all be in Schedule Z, instead of only half of it being in Sche
dule Z? as is the present position.
Then there is case 22, number 1314 of 1938.

You will

notice in the Schedule it is stated that the property is owned
by the late H.S.Engar in 1919.

I have since been satisfied

that Engar is an Indian and not a European, as was believed.
His full name is Hoosen Ebrahim Engar.

~o

that this case,

therefore, should now be struck out from the Corporation's
3chedule A - 1314 of 1938.

You will find it on the first

page of 1938, five cases from the bottom of the page.
That
completes

JI3
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the whole of the additions to the

co~pletes

A~sociationJs

Annexure A.
EXAraNATION BY r-"R. RU3TOrfJEE
VJill you please refer to

An~exure

C , attached to the

second remorandum of the City Council, and also to the portion
of the second memorandum in which that annexure is discussed.
I should like particularly to refer to the passage, page 6,

the third and fourth paragraphs - "the figure;;;; so extracted".
That is the mid61e of page 7.
"The figures so extracted, and the general

'-J

ob~ervations

set out beneath them in the Annexure indicate that Indian
acquisitionsof property, when compared with European, have
taken place at a rrarkedly higher rate in relation to the in
CrEGSeS in population than is apparently the case with European
acquisitions.

This is

~ost

clearly shown by the three graphs

which form part of the Annexure.

The difference in the width

of the gap between the two lines shown on each graph seems to
be explainable in no other way."

To put it in a very

sin'~ple

form, your point is this at"the bottom of Annexure C - that 43
is roughly

l~

times 30, but 142 1s more than double 69, and 72

is four times 187

Is that·right?

figuresYe correct.

Your handling of the

I am not sure whether the result it leads

you to is the proper index of the position.
But you have shown it under 11.nnexure C in your surrmary
population 30.60 per cent European; Indian population, 43.43
per cent?

Yeo.

T'le11, that is 43 is roughly

l~

times 30?

It~s,yes.

Then, coming to valuation, 142 is more than double 69?
Yes, tha t is

00.

Lnd coming to number of subdivisions, 72 is four times
18?

That is correct.
And you have also illustrated this point by means of
~~~

jlS
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graphs appended to the Annexure?

Yes.

Have you got those graphs?

Yes.

Graph

111

Old Borough only, of European and Indian popula

tions from 1927 to 1940"?

Yes, that is the first of the

three graphs.
IIReduced to a percentage basis for ready comparison"?
Yes.

You see, r·, r. Rustomjee, I think I ought to point out to

you that to make it pocisib1e for any visible comparison, if I
may say so, to be made, of these three different factors, it
was essential that they should be reduced to some
'-./

nator.

co~~on

denomi

Now the only sort of common denominabor that we could

find was to reduce them to a percentage basis in the way that
has been done.
These

s~atistics

in Annexure C have been reduced to a per

centage basis for ready comparidon?
mean?
it

I don't think it can be made much clearer than

v~as

These

;,;,That exactly does this

made in the memorandum in the passage
~raphs,

~'ou

have just read.

and these figures are designed to show only the

comparison in the rates at which Europeans and Indians have ac

-......

quired property, that is all.
Wouldn't a graphical representation of the actual figures
in Annexure C have been just as easy?
would have been possible to do it.

No, I don't think it
The essence of these graphs

that are annexed to Annexure C is that all three of them are on
the same scale.

They have got to be on the same scale, other

wise they won't give a true picture of the position.

"-'hen you

deal withpopulations that are different from the very beginning,
it is impossible to show them on the .same scale unless you do it
on the basis of percentage, in the way that I have done it.
~ill

you look at this graph (han(ed to Ir. Howes)? 

I

am sorry you didn't show it to us before; then we could have
_examined it.

(Graph examined.)

I have examined your graph
now.

JIG
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I say this about it - that it is drawn on an entirely

different basis, and with an entirely different object from
that upon which the Council's graphs are drawn.

now the graphs

attached to Annexure C are not intended to indicate the extent
of Indian penetration into predominantly European areas, they
are not intended to indicate tr.e extent to which t hat has oocur
red; they are intended to offer a Comparison, vis ible to the
eye, of the rate at which the populations of the two races have
increased, as compared with the rate at which each of the races
has acquired property.

Now the two graphs, for that reason,

are entirely different, and are not comparable.

"

~'lould

you adrr:i t this - that they are a graphical represen

tation of the actual figures given in Annexure C?

Your

graph, yes.
Do they not convey a somewhat different impression from
the graphs put in .by the Council?

Not when they are pro

perly analysed, because they deal with entirely different points.
Your graph shows the extent

t~

which Indians and Europeans have

accuired property: the Council's graphs show the rate in propor

--"--

tion to population in which they have done so.
Our graphs, they illustrate, do they not, the following
facts: That the European

co~~unity

ici much wealthier than the

Indian corrJllunity in landed property, and that t he divergences
in this respect between the two communities has increased?

If

you will refer back to Annexure C, you will see that the actaal
figures are that in 1927, the European community had £384 of
rateable property per head, which increased to £497 in 1940,
while the Indian community had £85 of rateable property per
head, which had increased by 1940 to £143 per head?
may be.

I have not checked your figures.

That

It is quite possible

that that is so.
Also that the European community had a much greater number
of subdivisions per head than the Indian

co~unity?

If you
look

JIS
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look at the figures in Annexure C, you will see that in 1940
for every 1000 Europeans there were 182 subdivisions, and
That may

for every 1000 Indians only 74 subdivisions?
be.

Do you agree that there is an enormous and growing
gap between the two communities in this respect, quite dis
proportionate to the size of the two cOJnr:u.nities?
I do not agree with that.

No,

Your graph may show it, but I do

not agree that that is the true position.
Is this not the impression that the graphs that I have
Your graph deals with a different

put in now convey?
~

question.
That certainly is not the impression which your graphs
convey?

~r.y

No, it is not.

graphs definitely show that

the rate at which acquisition of property has taken place is
higher in the case of the Indian than it is in the case of
the European;

Do you deny that?

I am just now coming to a graph which sustains all
this that I have related

to

you.

Perhaps we would save

a lot of time if you would answer that question.
~;.

~':y

witness, when he enters into the box, will have no

objeation to your questdDming him on my graph.

I am ques

t_oning you now on your graphs.
~!R~ ~::ACKEURTAN

You say our

gr~phs

EXA~~INATION

~'Jill

: Then there is an irrelevant question.

are wrong.
BY

~,:R.

BUSTOMJEE, Contd.:

you perhaps agree that it is quit.e inadmissible

from a statistical point of view t9 make use of percentages
for the purpose of comparison when the sets of figures to be
compared do not start from the same point?
pends upon what you are seeking to prove.

It all de

If I had used the

percentage basis to prove what your graphs are designed to
prove, then I would concede that it would be wrong, because
it

.~ I~~
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it could not be used to prove the extent to which penetration
has taken place.

But I know of no other common deniminator

which could be applied to these three factors to illustrate the
You must grasp the difference

rate at which it has taken place.
between extent and rate.
EXAI:INATION BY THE

CHAIR1~

;

perhaps you will enlighten me.

<'/hen you endeavour to

show graphically the rate, your two lines start from the
point?-

~ame

Yes.

Then the one that goes higher up the plan, so to speak,
is the one that has the higher rate?

Yes.

If you do it as rr. Rustomjee has done it, and you sirr.p
ly show the facts - the actual figures - the actual increase 
then if the rate of increase were constant for the two, would
not the two lines be parallel?

No, they could not be, be

cause in the one case you have a starting figure of nearly
11,000, and in the other case you have a starting figure of
1,000.

That rreans that in order to be parallel the rise in

the 11,000 figure must be eleven times as great as the (·ne with
the 1,000.
~,

If the rate is the same, then, if you have got

11,000 people, they are going to acquire property eleven times

as fast, in the total, as the corr.munity of 1,000 people.
If you take f.'r. Rustomjee's graphs - take the first one.
That, I take it, is intended to show the actual increase in the
Buropean and Indian population between 1927 and 1940?

Yes.

Looking at that one alone, is it the position that if
the two populations increase at the same rate, the lines would
not be parallel?

No,

the~

would not be parallel if they

increased at the same rate, becaase, suppose they increased at
the r : te of 50 per cent - 50 per cent on 60,000 is going to give
you 90,000: 50 per cent on 10,000 is only going to give 5,000.
So that if they proceed at the same rate, the two lines cannot
possibly

T-r "-;
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possibly be parallel.
Is the effect of that that if you show actual increases
graphically, you cannot at the same time show graphically
the rate?

I don't think you can.

Is the only way to show graphic311y, for purposes of com
parison, two rates, to reduce both to a percentage basis?
Yes, so t hat you may start from a COJ:imon dembminator.
~,'1t •

~:ACKEUR

This g ', aph shows our figures here.

TAN

In Annexure C, we have got all the figures.

It is rr.erely

a refleg of the figures we have given already in Annexure

C.

It has nothing to do with t he rates.

"Ie

have shown
This i3

the actual population and the amount of increase.

merely a reflex of these figures gra.phically, but it has
nothing to do with the rate of increase.
EXAYINATION BY

~/R.

RU3Tm0EE, Contd.

Suppose there are 400 houses of Europeans, and they have
increased by 200; your percentage basis will be that the
Luropeans hove increased by 50 per cent?

Yes.

If there is one house of the Indians, and if it is in
creased by another one, your percentage will say that the
Indians have increased by 100 per cent?

That is ex

actly my point.
Isn't percentage often deceptive?

Can you

sug~~st

another common denominator?
That is why I say that my graph does not give any decep
tiive comparison.

It may make you study the figures with

your annexure, but it shows the position very clearly as
to the increase?

No.

Your graph may give a correct

picture of the extent to which Indian acqulsitions have
take~

place as compared with European, but it gives no

picture at all of the comparative rates at which the two
communities have been acquiring property.

It mere ly shows
the

JIG
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the extent.
Are you aware that between 1927 and 1940 a great deal of
money has been spent in improvements in Prince Edward 3treet,
Victoria Street, Cros s street, Brook Street, '.'ueen .3treet and
Grey Street?
l."R.

f[ACKEURTAN

THE CHAIR1ffiN
r.'R.

RU,JT011~E

I

won't allow that answer.

Put the question again.
Are you aware that between 1927 and 1940

a great ci.eal of money has been

~pent

in improvements in Prince

Edward Street, Victoria Street, Cros s Street, Brook Street,
Queen Street and Grey Street within that green line?
l'R.

~ "ACKEURTAN

: !,1Vhat is the object of this question?

~E.

RUSTC1~E:

This will, of course, increase the

value of the property in that area, and the:. t increase will be
reflected in Annexure C?
Iv:R. HOWES

That may be, but I don't think that the in

crease in value in the area you mention is comparable to the
remotest degree with the increase in West 3treet, Smith Street,
the Beach front, and so on; so it cuts both ways.
EXM'INATION BY
"-~

~.'R.

RUSTCYJEE, Contd.:

Is that in any way relevant to this enquiry?
for you to say.

It is

You asked·the question, not me.

You have made these .comparisons, not me.

Can you

tell me how I could have eliminated the fact that values have
increased from time to time?
The Commission has been appointed to enquire into the
e~tent

to which Indians have acquired property in

European arean?
~/Jill

predo~inantly

Yes.

you then explain the relevance to that enquiry of

a set of figures which contains an increase in the value of
property in the predominan;ly Indian areas?

';Ie

have said

.somewhere - I think in the second memorandum - that we concede
that

JIS
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that for the very reason you now advance, value is, to some
extent, an unstable criterion of comparison.

"I'e have already

conceded that.
Yes, but yet you have graphs which have taken that into
account and brought that out in very great prominence?

~lay

I r ead you what the Council's second ffiemorandum says on that
Page 5: lilt may be contended that the figures and the

point?

graphs reflecting the yearly total value of Indian acquisi
tions do not give a correct impression of the true position,
bec~use

such figures and graphs do not take into account the

fact that property values in Durban have been steadily rising
for a long time past.

Such a contention would be fallacious.

It is answered in the first place by the figures and the graph
w:i.ich show the total number of acquisitions by Indians each
year in predominantly Indian areas, for these show SUbstantial
ly the same tendency as the figures and the graph based on
value de.

It is answered, too, by the fact that, as a general

rule, it is in the business quarters of the City, and not in
,
""

the residential quarters that the rise in value has taken place;
and the individual cases which make up the totals shown in the
statistics put up consist almost entirely
reSidential areas."

of properties in

That is the answer.

As far as the Indian area is concerned, bounded by these
green lines, would you say that a good portion of it i5 not a
residential area'?

Yes.

It is not only the business area, it is the residential
area that has gone up two storeys and three storeys high?

~

Yes, a good portion of it is the businecici area.
You are aware of the Slums Aot of 1934?

To my sor

row, yes.
The object of the Slums Act is to eliminate slum dwell
ings?

JIS
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Yes, I suppose that would be a fair reply.

ings?

The Indian community expressed its desire of

co~operat

ing with the local authorities in the clearance of slums, pro
vided that the Act was not used to discriminate against
~Vill

dians on racial grounds?

In~

you tell me the point you

are leading to, to decide whether I can answer the question?
Are you

that the Finis ter of the Interior, on re ..

a"v~are

presentations made by the Indian cOIT~unity considered the
No representations were made by the Indian

point cor:mlUnity.

1'R. r"ACKEtJRTAN
~/R.

RrSTOMJEE

This has nothing to do with the Aet.
Yes.

Housing has a bearing on the

penetration or acquisition.
THE CHA±rurAN : At-en I t We dealing wi.. th the accuracy of
the Corporation's figures?
FR.

~~ACKE.URTAN

: With deference to you, I understood

that was agreed.
THE CF.AI!WAN :
plained
~~

y~sterday,

~rr. l~ackeurtan 's

attitude, which he ex

was that he wished the officials of the

Ceuncil, at this sitting, only to answer questions dieected
to the elucidation of the figures supplied by the Corporation.
If your question goeS beyond that, I am afraid you will have
to wait to later on.
r. '·R. RU3TC'r."JEE

We, in our statement, which we present

ed, which we forwarded to the Town Clerk on ·the 2nd December,
after the first day's sitting stated that tlfinally, by cross
examination, we hope to establish nun:erous points which have
been made in the memorandum submitted to the Comrndssion by the
Natal Indian Assoeiation in July last", and this was submitted
to .t he Town Council, and after having receiyed that, the Town
Council replied, through !;r. t.: ackeurtan on the 4th.

Pursuant

to that, the Indian Congress and Indian Association have both
~ent

.JIS
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sent us and tabled their objections to the memorandum, so far
as it is possible for them to do so in detail.

It appears

to us, at first sight, to be quite reasonable.

They also

promise to .give us· further objections from time to time, as they
discover them.

In these Circumstances, any objections I had

to the questioning of my witnesses naturally falls away, and
I should be .very happy for them to go into the box in due
course".

Now this question arose cut of our memorandum of

·July last.

.ore have dealt with it, slum clearance and

ar:~eni-

If it is suggested at this stage I should not go into

ties.

it, but reserve it for a later date, then I arr- quite prepared
to do so.
~':R.

lv.ACKEURTAN • You must lead your evidence - exactly

what I was afraid of.

That is why I have been so strict

about it.
THE CHAIR}{AN

Would you mind defining your pos i tion

again?
fJR.

YJ\CKEUR'1'AN : It has always been, when the Corpora

tion gave certain figures and certaip maps, and the cross-exarr.

..:...~

ination on t hat I am , perfectly prepared to answer with pleasure.
1~en

it comes to a question of an allegation by the other side

of various things, they must lead their evidence.
no evidence about it.

I have led

I agreed that we would answer questions

on the accuracy, or otherWise, of the extent of penetration, as
indicated in our documents and maps, and further than that we
gave no evidence.
but no further.

As to that, we offered to submit to questions,
If we are wanted to submit again, the matter

must be debated afresh.

I purp0ciely limited it to the accuracy

or otherwise of these figures, and I understood that was set
tled.

Didn't you understand that too?
THE

CHAm~,~AN

the present time.

:

I would rather not anslIe:A questions at
I have not got the documents.
MR.

.TIS

::J',):)
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I don't want to answer questions on

this, that and the other - all sorts of subjects.

I are not

If Lr. Rustomjee

prepared at the moment to submit to that.

told us that he was going to lead evidence and to examine us
about these things, it would have been different, but he didnt.
1:R. RU5T01'lJEE ; On the 3rd Deaember I said the ques

tions arising from my memorandum of July.
THE C:fAIIDtAN : The position is that },r. RUci tomjee is
now seeking to ask questions re;t.ating to the reasons for pen
Your attitude is that before he asks those ques

etration.

tions, he should give his evidence on thocie points?

-G

~~R.

~/ACKEURTAN

: I should have thought that was obvi

THE

CHAIRIi~AN

Is it in connection with the reasons

ous.

for penetration?
Jv'R.

RUSTOt~EE

: Yes, matters aris ing as to amenities

and housing.
tR.

kept out.
~~re
I.k

,~

r.~ACKEURTAN

Exactly, and that is what I expressly

That is something that they alleged against us.

have led no evidence on it.

as we can.

TlI e have given reasons as far

They accuse us of two things - lack of housing

and lack of rurenities.

They must lead their evidence.

cannot cross-examine roy witness,

~,~ r.

They

Howes.

r,:R. RU3TOMJEE : With due deference, after our last
Sitting, the Corporation has presented us with a memorandum
called C, and in that they have raised the issues, practical
ly laying the blame on the Indian community for not taking ad
vantage of the Housing 3cheme offered by the Corporation, and
have given figures and eVErything else.

Are we not entitled

to elucidate further information on that memorandum from the
Council?
THE

CHAIR~.1AN

: I think perhaps 1t would be advisable

if we took the short adjournment now.

I want to make quite
sure

v
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sure that I correctly understand the arrangement that
WeB

come to before.
~.rR.

~ACKEURTAN

I ask you to read our letter to the
In the meantime we

Indian Association of the 23rd December.
sent that cemorandum.

I would like to say something on this •
.
have, since the day when ~. r. :r.:.ackeurtan agreed that his wit
~-R.

'1e

KAJEE

nesses will answer questions, we have sent in notices, and
given our questions at

le~th

to him on the 3rd day of Decem

ber, the 4th day of December, the 23rd day of December, and
so' on, and our questions are in relation to the figures that
have been submitted by the Corporation and the rr.aps, and in
regard to the third memo. presented by l'r. llackeurtan, in which
the question of housing has been mentioned and the failure of
the Indians - why the Indians have not availed themselves of
the housing loans and the general facilities

that the Corpora

tion wanted to place at their disposal, and in that memo. a
(..onsiderable amount of figures have been given in support of
the Corporation's case.

I submit at this stage we cannot

p03sibly only confine our questions to the Annexure A that has
been submitted regarding penetration and the maps alone, but
that the other questions that have been raised by

~

r.

~,. ackeur

tan and r:r. Howes in all their three memos. as long as our
questions are confined to those issues that have been raised
by rr. Howes and ],Cr. Lackeurtan in those three IY'.emos.

They

should answeE our questions, which would clarify the condi
tions ;.J hich the Corporation has made.
sideraticn

0:

·.re submit that in coD.

these things, as far as the Corporation is con

cerned, we have given ample notice to the Corporation by hav
ing sent our questions in detail to them.

As far as we are

concerned, we have given aFple notice to them to have collect
ed all the data and the figures and information cQncerning
the maps - this is before the Corrmission adjourned.

I think
we

.
J J....

...- . ~

.J
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Council

we should make ourselves heard.

" Te

rely upon the fact that

we have given ample n'o tice to the Corporation.

If there are

questions which the Commission feels should not be put now, if
~:r.

rackeurtan feels that they should not be answered, then

we will allow those questions to stand down, but generally, we
a )peal to the Council to reply to the questions.
(The

~

~

!\.

Co~~ission

adjourned at 10.30 a.m.

1060.

Durban City Counc11.
(On resum1ng at 11. 50 a. m.)
MR_ RU3TCMJEE:

Mr. Howes, there are seven blocks bordered

green on the map marked B ? - Yes, that is so.
What 1s the total ·area of these seven blocks classed as
predominantly Indian? - I do not know.

I do not remember

tak1ng out the tot.al area of that, Mr. Rustomjee.

Perhaps

you have got 1t, have you?
Yes.

204.7 acres? - I am prppared to accept that.

That has been given to me off1c1ally from the Est.ates
Denartment ? - Can you tell me whether that 1s inclusive ot
street widths, and so on, or not?
~

....,

204.7 a.res

Well, we bre making provision for tha t.
includes streets? - And includes open spaces?
Yes;

we are making provision for that --_.

CHAIRMAN~

D1d you say the area in the f1gure you have

given 1s the area of all the places bounded by the green line;.
that it compr1ses the whole of the area 1nside the green line?
MR. RUSTCMJEE:

Yes.

( To witness):

Do

you know what 1s

the total acreage of ·t he old borough? - I d1d know.
MR.. RUSTOMJEE:
8,274 ac~es ? - That is inclusive of parks, open spaces,
~

and so on.

It includes the aerodrome, show ground, golf courses,

and so on ?
8,274 acres, allowing a margin ot 33"" for parks, public
places, aerodromes andgol! courses;
Europeans is roughly 5,300 ae res

'1 _ •

and the area occup1ed by
Tha t seems to · be a corre ct

calculation.
In other words, if the Indians were to confine themselves to
the area which, accord1ng to the C1ty Council's memorandum, wes
predominantly Ind1an 1n 1927, 24,500 .Indlans would have to live
in an area of about 240 acres, while there would be 5,300 acres
for 70POC Europeansj

that is roughly 125 Indians to an acre

and 14 Europeans to an acre? - That seems to be correct
ari thme tic ••• /
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arithmetic.
Do

you know if the Durban City Council has made any pro

vision wi thin the old borough for

houB~ng

this increased pop

ulation ? - I mUct decline to answer that at this stage, Mr.
Chairman.
Yesterday I pointed out certain areas whieh were contiguous
to the areas bordered green? - Yes.
Will you agree with me that the majority of the buildings
in this area were small, Old-fashioned and with very little
elbow room in which to move about? - At what date?
Say

-----

ch~ll

1927~

and to-day.

They are plots of 50 x 85: Mit

Road,. North Street" Ritson Road,., all those plots are

50 x 85 ? - I really do not know.
Will you agree that no Europeans with means, moving with
the times· and having modern appo.1ntmen ts and modern houses
would ever purohase these buildings ? - Which buildings ?
In these contiguous areas?----
CHAI;.1.MAN:

It does not seem to me that these questions

allude to the reasons for penetration.

MR. RUSTCMJEE:
10t

<:..~

Would it be convenient for us, my lord,

to meet at 2 o'clock, as it is very difficult;

I have ten

pages of questions here but I do not know whether I can put all
the ten questions?
CHAIRMAN:

Are you prepared to start now, Mr. Kajee ?

MR. KAJEE:

Yes.

MR,. RUSTOMJEE:

Will I be able to continue with my exam

ination at 2 o'clock,. Sit' ?
CHAIRMAN:
EXAMINATION

BY

Well, it may be a quarter past two.
MR. KAJEE.

MR. KAJEE:

I will ask one question right from the middle

of the list of questions we have supplied to the Commission.
It will be easier to follow.
the case that the

C~ty

The question is, is it not

Council passed a resolution on the 10th

November, 1939 to the effect that it views with alarm the

~

F{

Du·V',)8.n
-,.. "'.,-_ .
V..i..
1• ./
'..,J.n
. . U, '"

.,

~
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J

J.~.

ccntinued

pehetratlon of Indians into purely residential areas

and asks for powers of restriction and urged the appointment of
a Government Departmental Committee into. the extent ef penetra

tien and best method to curtail and prevent such penJtratien in
future.
MR. MACKEURTAN: This does not fall within the arrangement
of the questions we have agreed to answer.
resolut1l:en.

We do admit the

It has net l strictly speaking, anything to. do

wi th the maps.
MR. KAJEE:

It does fall

und~r

the branch of impartiali·ty.

We l do concede that Mr. Mackeurtan, Mr. Howes and Mr. Mallinson
are impartial, but the City COUncil's pelicy we feel is
enumerated in this resclution ? - I have the resolution befere
me..
'-

I t was passed by the Ci ty Ceuncil en the 10 th November,

1939, and it is substantially as suggested by the questionn-aire.•

Mr. Howes, is it the case that in the schedule A - the
schedule that you have given us ef the number ef preperties,
tha t the number ef preperties actually involved is 64 les..s than
the number ef sub-divisions ?
like;

We can go. through them if you

I have get the list here? - That may be so.

checked it frem that point of view.

I have no·t

I do net dIspute it, but

a checking would probably reveal that the number of individual
properties involved is less than 577;

,..

'-

but I think I explained

to. the Cemmission yesterday that it is impessible fer me to.
arrive at a clI'rrect result, if I counted up the number ef dee.ds
of transfer because of the fact that one deed ef transfer may
relate to a number of widely separated properties.

So. that

the most reliable way to furnish information to. the Cemmission
weuld be the number of sub-divisions as shown in the summary
to. Annexur,e A, at the beginninp: of it.
But the purchase value and the Corporation value itself
and the number of sub-divisions tegether with the preperty
involved is ene, but the number of sub-divisions is mere? 
That may be generally so, but it is impossible for me to admit
it is always so..
Can we go into some of these cases

a~d

prove our peint ? 
If •• /
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4.
? -

I f yo u 1 ik e •
CHAIRMAN:

)

What is your point:

Do you want to show to

what extent the figure given by the Corporation has to be
proved ?
~R.

KAJEE:

That the

numb~r

of acquisitions are 64 less

than the number given here, because the numbers given in the
schedule are sub-divisions, while the number of properties is
64

less~

One property may be on three or four sub-divisions,

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Howes admi ts the number of prope rties is

le s s than the number of sub-divisions; but I do not think there
is any point in your ask1ng him questions in order to arrive
at the exact figure;
. . . . . .'

J

----

MR. KAJEE:

that is merely a matter of calculation •

Now we come to the t,igures.

Will you turn

up my schedule, page 2 ? - Yes.
The first five properties have been admitted by you in the
questions of the Association and your own submission of the
Schedule Z ? - YeS.
Now we come to property 3490 and 5190 of 1938;

these

are duplications? - Isee 5190 of 1938.
And 3490 ? - Where is that?
3490 is on page 20

of 1938 ? - I see you say that this

propprty appears twice in the Corporation's Schedule A and
~'-

that the two occasions on which it appears are 3490 of 1938
and also 5190 of 1938.

Exactly? - Yes, that is correct;

it does appear twice.

Mr. Chairman, the reason is this, that there was between those
two transactions an intervening sale;

...

the property has been

acquired twice from a European to an Indian •
CHAIRMAN:
MR. KAJEE:

It is one property but two acquisitions?
Yes.

Now 1719 of 1937 ? - Is that 1n your

schedule ?
MR .. MACKEURTAN:

MR .. KAJEE:

Yes.

Are you on page 2 of your schedule ?

It is not on yours;

I have added it ? 

That is a case of which you gave me verbal notice yesterday?
Ye f •• /

FCR
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Yes? - I understand that to be in the same position as
that there was an intervening sale from the Indian to

5190;

the European - that is, twice it had been bought by an Indian
from a European.
With regard to 1482 of 1930, this was resold to an Indian
named Waghmaree;

when this man acquired it in 1930 -- ? 

No, I do not think that is right;

the intervening European

ownpr was a man called Holmes.
Our information is that Waghmaree sold in 1937 to this
man.

In your Schedule of sellers the name is not given? 

Well, I cannot take it any further;

in view of the fact that

you only told me this yesterday, I do not know.

If you give

~

me time to investigate it, I will be able to tell you the
position, but am not able to do so at the moment •

.

Now we proceed with this list of properties acquired by
the Durban Corporation under Slums.

My lord, it is on the

same page ? - The particulars produced by the Congress under
this heading are correct.

I may mention that all the cases

oited now appear in the Corporation's Schedule Z.
There are six properties, my lord, tota][ng in value
£7,575;

Corporation value £7,340 ? - That is correct.

Then we come to the list of properties purchased by
Indians after 1927 and sold to Europeans.

You have admitted

eight of them in your 8chedule Z - page 2 of mine ? - I think
I

can say that all the properties enumerated in this connection

have already been dealt with, excepting two.
2967 of 1938 ? -

Yes, and 5210 of 1937.

And 2003 of 1938 ? - Does that go over the page ?
No, it is on the first page? - Right.
Do you admit that these two propprties should be deleted? 
No.

And that they should go into Schedule Z ? - No.

In the

esse of 2967 of 1938, your schedule alleges the eale to a
man •• /

FCR
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6.

man ca11ed Chandle'Y in 193$.

They say· tha t a search made in

the Deeds Office on Friday last shows no record of any such
sale and that the transfer is still registered in the name of
J. Rustomjee.

Well, if you say so, we will accept it.
the transfer is 1n course of going through.

It may be that
Now, with regard

to 5210 of 1937 ? - That was deal t wi th this morning.
With regard to 2003 of 1938 ? - That property is now
listed in Schedule Z.
We have not been able to discover it ? - Haven't you?
No.
•

~

Do you agree to that ? - I do not know.

Can you

tell me whether Mrs. Fynns has taken transfer of the property?
~es,

transfer has been taken?

MR. MACKEURTAN:
MR.· KAJEE:

Wha t number?

It is not in

"z"

? - If th1s property is not

in the same posltionas the one with

re~ard

to Chandley, and

it is a fact that Mrs. Fynns has taken transfer - I do not know
whether she has or not - then this property ought to be in
The property 1s .valued at

£5~500,

"Z".

purchase -price., and

£3,050 Corporation value? - If it should be included 1n "Z",
it will be subjf'ct to the note

"A" at the end of

"Z1I.

~

I did not qu1te follow your qualification? - I said if
it should be included in Schedule Z, .then it will be one of
the cases to which the explanatory note "A" of Schedule Z would
apply.
I

am told it fuas got nothing to do with this property;

1s a West

St~eet

property; just at the corner of Point Road,

near the railway siding? - Oh, yes, I did not see that.
I

it

Well,

cannot say more than I have said, that if Mrs. Fynns has

taken transfer - I have not been able to verify whether she haa
or not - it should be included under "Z";

i~

not it should be

in the same position as the Chandley matter.
Now, we turn over to page 3 - List of Properties purchased
by Ind1ans after 1927 and sold to Europeans.

These have now
bep. n•• /
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been included in Schedule Z.

With

reg~rd

to the list of

properties held by Europeans snd others, recorded in 577 cases,
yesterday aftornoon we deleted six of them? - Yes.

b

With regard to 2710 of 1933 ? - Yes.
The purchaser is
Yes.

giv~n

as Gebrial, Joseph Laz8rus ? ..

That we submit is a European;

the name is

actually Lazarus Joseph Gabrie.l.

Yes ? - I do know there is a well known Indian family
''0''

in Durban by the name of

Gabr~el,

but whether this ma'n is a

member of it or not I do not know.
They do not live in
' ,-"

purchaser was a European;
I cannot say.

L8wr~nce

Road.

We doubt tha t the

so the property should be deleted ? 

I have looked thiscaae up in the Deeds Office

and i tshows the description of the ' purchaser as being Lazarus

.....

Joseph Gabriel, general dealer, but 'it gives no indication as
to

whe~her

is a

he is a European or an Indian.

gen~ral

The fact tre t he

dealer most probably induced the belief that he

was an Indian.

If you say he is not an Indian,

I

will not

deny it.
So you cannot say? - Who shall decide when ItDoctors l1
~

disagree ?
Now comes No. 3351 of 1935 ? - Yes.
ThA registered owner is L. Visagie.

She is not an

Indian although she is the wife of an Indian? - The purchaser
in this case, Mr. Chairman, is Lena Visagie, who is described
tn the Deeds Office as the wife of Ebrahim Nord Mohamed;
is the wife of an

she

Indi~n.

She is coloured ? - Of course I will remind you, Mr. Kajee,
in connection with this case that it is not unknown for a man
in this country to buy a

prop~rty

in the name of his wife.

If the registered owner is a coloured woman, she cannot
be included in this list

?---Mr ••• /

FCR
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We cannot take i tany further.

4253 of 1936 ? -

Yes;

the name is M.S.

Potgie ter.
Yes? - A search at the Deeds Office reveals that the
full names of this person . are Mahomed Sallie Potgieter.

These

look like Indian names.
This man Potgieter is well known in this town;

he is a

Malay? - I can take it no further than that, Mr. Kajee.
Would you admit that if Potgieter is a Malay, and the
same person, the case should be deleted? - No • .
CHAIRMAN:

-

Malay weare not conCf!med with t.the transaction? - Yes;
I do not admit that Mahomed Sallie Potgie"ter

MR. KAJEE:
..,

I think you will concede that if the man is a

i~

but

a Malay.

We will produce Mr. Mahomed Sallie Potgleter.

Would you admit Case No. 1022 of 1940, where the owner is given
as Mona Cassim Schweder? - That is in exactly the same
pesition as the last one you mentioned.
Moosa Cassim Schweder.

The full name is

It looks like an Indian name.

If we submit to . you that we know Mrs. Schweder is a Malay
would you accept that? - Yes, if you satisfy me, certainly.
in
Then/these three cases where we say that the purchaser is
a Malay, you will only delete them if we prove they are Malays ?
Yes;

but that does not apply to Visagie.
But in these cases of Potgieter and Schweder? - Yes,

probably unless they are married to Indians or something like
that.
Now, in the case of 2454 of 1940, Windermere Road Inves t
ment Pty. Ltd? - My information in this case was that the
Windermere Road Investment Pty. Ltd. was an Indian Company.
I think there is some mistake

there~

because this Company

is not an Indian Company? - If that is the Qase, Mr. Kajee,
then it should be deleted.
The amount involved in this case is £4,10C and £5,580,
the •• /
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the Corporation value;

the deletion wi th a query Mr. Kajee.

6

..

would you delete that? - I have marked

Yes, as you did with the Malays.

On page 4, Mr. Howes;

the list of properties held by Indians at 1st January, 1927
and thereafter purchased by Europeans and resold to Indians.
Would you accept those three properties enumerated therein? 
As being held by Indians at som8 time prior to 1927.
No, at 1st January l-927;

we will alter that word "prior"

to "a til ? - At some time prior to 1927;

I will accept tha t.

These cases should be deleted? - No;
~n.

MACKEURTAN:

how can I say that?

You say, Indian owned at the 1st January,

-..../

1927 ?

MR. KAJEE:

We say it was owned at 1st January or prior

to then ? - I will admi t prior to 1927,. as you allege in your
schedule, but I am not able to admi t "at" 1927.
The numbers of the properties are 4538 ot 1938;
1940;

94 of 1937 ? - Yes;

727 of

in the first oase that you

mentioned 4538 of 1938, that is a sale to the Indian Rasool

9Y

a man called

Challenor~

Challenor was the bondholder who

foreclosed~

the European seller, but there was an Indian

~

He was

purchaser~

Up to 1927 it was in Indian owhership ? - That I do not
know.
If it is so, you will admit that? - No, I would not
because in 1938 you have the case of an Indian acquiring a
property from a European.
Notwithstanding the fact that it was owned on the 1st
January by one Rambarosa ? - I have not
I do not know.

i~v, estigated

that, so

Now, in the second of your three cases 

727 of 1940, that is a sale by a person called Harris to an
Indian purchaser Jeewa;

that is an acquisition by an Indian

from a European, and it seems to me therefore, to be correctly
included in Schedule

A~

But •• /

r(' n
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But, on the 1st January,

on~aiker

held the property? 

That I do not know.
The facts given here are that Naiker sold it to Moodley;
he sold it to the Durban Central Properties, which is an
Indian

Compa~y;

1929;

wo~:d

they sold to Harris, and Harris to Jeewa in

you admit that ? - I do not know.

Will you investtgate it and admit it, because all that
would affect your fi gures, just as you said you would
investigate the case of the Malay? blank on this matter this morning.

Th~re

is a perfeat

I do not know what the

position was with re gard to this sale from Harris to Jeewa.
If it were held on the 1st January, 1927, by an Indian,
~

would you agree to its deletion from your list? - No, I
would not, because it is correctly included in Schedule A
as

beln~

acquisition of a property by an Indian· from a

European.
Are we to consider that a property held by an Indian on
the 1st January, 1927 and subsequently transferred to a

fS'

European and then transferred to an Indian

in your

opinion, an acquisition of property in terms of this Com
mission's terms ' of reference? - If it is in a predominantly
European area then it seems to me to fall within the meaning
of the Commisfion's terms of eefereQce.

May I remind you

of this, too, that if what you say is correct, this property
will be marked black on the map, and, as

~' e

heve emphasised

to the Commission in the Council's memorandum, the map is
the main part of the facts and the statistics which the
Council puts before the Commission.

So that there will be

no misunderstanding in the position from the map if what you
say is corl'ect.
But, my lord, I submit that Mr. Howes' contention is
rather contradictory.
black

If he says that the map shows in

. ------
CHAIRMAN:

Excuse me; you put what you say are the facts
of. •• /
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,
of the position before us;

Mr. Howes has put what he

considers are the facts before us.

We need not worry now

as to whether it is a case of penetration or not;

that is

for us to decide.
IiIR~ KP.•TSE;

the map If

0

Mr. Howes says "we have put it in black on

It effects all our figures.

We do not accept

ito
MR.

lV1"ACKFURTAN:

No, he did not say he

ha-d

put it in

If it werA Indian owned on the 1st

black on the map.

January: 1927, it would be put in black on the map.
~nt_

KAJEE:

I submit the property on the 1st January,

1927 was in black.

In 1938 it goes into the possession of

a European, in 1939 it comes back to an Indian.
that it reverts back to black;

We submit

and, therefore, if it reverts

back to black and that is accepted,. it should be deleted from
these figures.

It is not an acquisition within the meaning

of the terms of reference.

That is the way in which our

minds are working, as far as the figures are concerned.
CHAIRMAN:

if

the property subsequent to the 1st January,

1927 was acquired by an Indian from a European obviously it
is an acquisition of which the Commission has to take notice.
In summing up the extent of penetration or acquisition, it
might be that we would have to put into a separate class
cases of that sort.

But we cannot ignore it.

So your

duty now is to place the facts before us.
MR. KAJEE:

But all properties that on the 1st January,

1927 were in Indian . ownership and subsequently passed to
European ownership and then reverted back to Indian

ownershi~

have to be recorded.
CHAIRMAN:

They come within the terms of reference? 

Your third case, 94 of 1937 is in exactly the same position.
It represents a sale to an Indian, Mahomed, by a European,
Ralph Meyer, and as such it is correctly contained in
Schedule.... /

F'JQ
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Though you also admi t Ralph Meyer purchased it from
one, Ramdaray, and so on ? -

That might be so.

I ·do not

know.
The amount involved in these three properties is nearly
£15,0(0, my lord - £15,475.

This is a list of properties

owned by Indians and leases converted to freehold by the
Durban Corpora tion-? - That is co rrec t.

The six cases

that you cite ---
Seven cases, with the one at the bottom? - These six
cases that you cite as being leaseholds convprted into free
----/

holds, that is oorrect;
freeholds.

they are leaseholdsconvprted into

Schedule A is a list of Deeds of Transfer.

It records the passing of ownership;

but because it is

recognised that there is a difference between an ordinary
sale and a conversion of an existing leasehold, you will
find in Schedule A that each one of these is specifically
marked as "convers ionl! •
But occupation in terms of the lease was occupation
prior to 1927 ? - Yes, occupation, but not ownership of the
ground;

it had not passed until transfer was passed.

:1.',

CHAIRMAN:
M::1. Y..AJEE:

We understand the position perfectly.
The amount involved, my lord, is £5,950 ? 

Well, that is what you show.

I take it it is rip:ht.

In case No. 4220 of 1931 you allege that the seller was
the Durban Corporation? - That is so.
As the Durban Corporation has got no n.ationality, lI"e
will leave the question there ? --
'CHAIRWillN:
not think so;

Ought that to be deleted? - No, Sir, I do
it is for you to decide, Sir.

The Durban Corporation is the seller, and an Indian is
the purohaser ? - Yes.

It is for you to decide, Sir, whether

it should be included or not.
MR ••• /
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There are five cases of which we gave.

notice to Mr. Howes yesterday afternoon when we met him.
We have got the properties here, and Mr. Howes has also
got

~f

4724

is

note of it.

B

thi ~

~ ~ould

1925
UQn

was believed to bo

Hs

1

CD

be deleted, Mr. Chairman.

a

European, but it was

r3:'0rer..ce that he was an Indian.

s houl d 1;0me

The seller

O. L. ilamdani to which rof erence was made

yesteJ d8J ;.
fOllnd

The first is 4724 of 1928 ? - Ch, yes,

OU t

So this case

•

The amount involved is £1,875 ? - Well, the schedule

speaks for itself on that point.
Now 3507 of 1929 ? - In this case also, Mr. Chairman,
the name of the seller as contained in the City Valuator's
records is M.H. Adams, who is presumably a European.

I

am

informed that it is Moosa (?) Hajee Adams.
~he

amount involved is £675 ? • That is so.

Now 2C03 of 1938;

is not that a case that should come

out? - Yes, that is the same seller, M.H. Adams.

That

also should be deleted, Mr. Chairman.
The amount involved there is £5500 ? --_ ... 
MR. MACKEURTAN:
"

~ffi.

KAJEE:

Yes.

480 of 1932, is the next one.

pu t i t to you

? -

That, I

You did not put it to me yesterday.

We find it is a case that went up for amendment of title
deeds only? - Did they amend the title deed by passing a
new transfer to somebody ?
Yes? - I do not know, but it sounds rather extraerdinary,
Well, that is our information.

If we prove that to

you, will you admit it is a deletion? - Yes, if you prove it.
MR~

MACKEURTAN:

Look up and see who the European seller

is.
MR. KAJEE:

It is given as a European name.

They amended

the title 1 - By passing a fresh transfer from a European
sell~r •• 1
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seller to an Indian purchaser;
little investigation.

I think it will call for a

The transferor is shown as Mr.

A. W. Illing .,
We

see

that, but we will prove it to you'i-- I will admit
You mention this to

r:oth~l1go

m~

for the first

tim~

to-day.

Woula you aecept this - I have not given you notice;

I wi I i

~us~

numbel'~ ~

Vlt it to you and JOu can verify it by the

3333 of J930, and 414 of 1935 ? - 3333 was deleted,

yes.
So that would mean that 3333 of 1930 has been deleted,
and 414 of 1935 stands? - Yes.
~

I have five other properties in which we have a
valuation to show that they have been transferred to Europeans
and should be included in your Schedule Z.

I will refer

you to the numbers and their inclusion in this schedule.

I

have given you no notice, but we discovered this last night.
1952 of 1927 ? - Yes.
It was 'held in November, 1938 by the
C. Flook.

The , rate number is 2262/3.

have been included in your

Schedul~

Z.

estateof James
'We say that should

The other ease is

2315 of 1930, sold to M.A. Cstrins, ratA No. 2565, of the
1st November, 1938.

MR. MACKEURTAN:
MR. KAJEE:

Is your friend Catrina a European?

Yes.

2029 of 1935, Ellis Johnston, rate

No. 24325, 1ft November, 1935;
put in your schedule Z.
is George Pyott, rate

~o.

the~~

should be deleted and

Then 147 of 1939;
24224.

the purchaser

-And 6470 of 1939, Charles

Vallante, rate No. 24193 ? - What do you ask about those?
Whether they should not be deleted from A and included
in Z ? - At the moment, I cannot tell you.
Could you tell us this afternoon ? --
tffi. MACKEURTAN:

No.

We will check it at the Deeds

Office? - Can you tell me whether these are caSes in whieh
Deeds ••• /
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Depds of Tranl!!fer were passed after 1st SeptRmber, 1940 ?
We got them from the Valuation Roll of the 1st November,
~

1938;

that is our source of information:

our source of

information is your Valuation Roll.
CHAIRMAN:

Does tha t bring you to the end of that

matter ?
iiIR.

KJ-i. JEE:

CHhIRI.'!P.N :

As fsr as our figures are concerned.
I t might be as well to ad journ now; and

Mr. Rustomjee will proceed at a quarter past two.
(The Commission adjourned at 12.48 p.m. until 2.15 p.m.)
~

"'
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(RE.sUffiing at 2.16 p.m.)

TRS CIIAIRBAN

~

~

Have you any further questions, ME. Rus

tOIr.jee?
~/R.

RU6TOl "JEL

~.rR.

KAJEE

At this stage I have no further ques

tions.
Reverting back to the question of proper

ties that were in Indian ownership on the 1st January, sold to
Europeans, and then re-sold to Indians, these are then included
.

;

as acquisitions in your dchedule A?
~:R.

,~

ROom..; : Yes, the second of the

transaction~

mention would, in those circUIT.otances, be included in
MR. KAJEE

which you
~chedule

"Touldn' t i t be fair that the Gale of such

properties from an Indian to a European, in the first instance,
should be included in Z?
r,r.R .

No, that was not the purpose of Z, because,

HOWES :

if those transaction.s had been included in Z, then there would
be contained in Z the converse of a transaction that is not
contained in A.

.z would then becoIT.e misleading.

1'R. KAJIE : If it V'las a property which \'Jas in the owner

ship of an Indian on the 1st January, 1927, and wad oold to a
European during these thirteen

~' ears,

that must be, in the na

ture of things, to put our figures right, be included in Z, so
the converse of it is as we have included the acquisition in A?
TEL CHAIRMAN

'!Toulon' t the effect of that be to set off

Ineian penetration as against Luropean penetration?

..

rR.

KAJEL : Exactly •

THE

C3AIRI~N

n~.

KAJEE : Z has been put up 

THE

CHAlru~AU

~

~

Can we do that?

: Isn't the object of Z to put right A?

Iffi. r,:ACKECRTAN : It was in courcie of preparation when we
put in A, but it was not finished when we sat with the Comrnis
sion.

We always intended to read Schecule A with Z.
THE CHAIRFAN : I cannot quite see your point.
1,~.
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If Z is jU3tifiable, that properties that

have been purchased from Indians in predomipantly European

~

areas by Europeans after 1927 after 1927, then all these tran
sactions must be included, even those transactions which came
~ack

to Indians, because the transactions that came back to

Indians are included in A.

"Te

say this vd th all submission.

If you say Z at all, then you must include every transaction
after the 1st January from Indian to European in the predomin
ently European areas must be included in Z, otheryviGe Z is not
necebsary.

-~lhat

has happened is this - they have included

all acquisitions by Indians, notwithstanding the f act that the
-.

property was owned by Indians on the 1st January, 1827 because
it had chang-ed hands to a European, and as long
quired by an Indian, it was included.

2S

i t ··!as ac

No rratter if the trans

action took place tWice, it was entered twice.

··.Tha t

mit is this - that

th~

tho~e

properties that were in

we s ub
hands of

Indians on the 1st January, 1927, and acquired by Europeans
at any tirr.€ during the interim should be included in Z, if it
is correct.

r,T...
v

HO'\TES : That is not contained in Z, but that is what

the yellow pins on the map indicate.
rnR. EACKEURTAN
1ill. KLJEE :

!

What about Y?

Y refers to property that is in the owner

ship of Indians prior to 1st January, 1927.
1927, it is brou.§ht out in Z.

"lhy

have changed hands to Indians again?
"

~

6ubsec;.uent to

not include those that
If you have it one way, .

you must have it the other.
THE CHAmrMN : You are quite entitled to make that
point, but it does not follow that Lr. Howes will agree with
you.

';'hether it is a good point or not

\i'ie

shall have to

consider.
MR. KAJEE:

"!e submit, if the figures are to be

correctly arrived at, that what has actually been the position

from

J I :::

r

V
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1927 to 1940 
e

MR. l.ACKLURTAN : Properties which were in Indian own
ership on the 1st January, 1927, and have since been trans
ferred to European3 are contained in X and Y.
~~R.

KAJEE :

With all submission, they do not contain

properties on which we have questioned, and acquisitions sub
se~uent

to 1st January, 1527 from Europeans.

Therefore it

should go in Schedule A, and it has not gone in.
IR. tACKEl1RTAN : Do you say that a property which was

in Indian ownership on the 1st January, 1927, subsec:.uently 

,- .....

~,'R.

KAJEE : Sold to a E.uropean, and then resold by a

European to an Indian, that has been included in A, I say it
must be included in Z.
~

~'R.

LACKLURTAN : You want to try and set off 'one

against the other?
f;''R. KAJEE : Yes, because the figures must be correct.
I',R. I.ACKEURTAN : In X and Y, we show

Indian-o ~~ned

pe2:ties in January, 1927 transferred toEuropeans.
those yellow pins.

pro

That is

Again it is transferred, acquired by an

Inaidn from that European; we show it as an aqquiaition by an
Indian in A.

r,1t.

-"e are either right or wrong.

Tell, lIlle would like to know, the three pro

KAJEE

perties on page 4, were they included in Y or Z?

They are not

included.
~ 'R.

HO-JE.,S

~

I cannot tell you that at this moment.

It would mean having. to look th:(ough them all.
THE CHAIRr,:\AN : You are quite entitled to n:ake the
point, but I

thin~

it is probably a 'AJaste of time to try and

get the representatives of the Corporation to agree :that it
is a good point.
Mt. KAJEE

are not correct.

It means that we 3ubrrit that the figures
EXM, INATION

t.' I S
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KAJEE, Contd.:

These figures that you have given. in your Schedule A,
page 1, at the top, these fieures will be affected by the Sche
dules you have put in called Y and Z?
They will not bee

No.

No.

These figures that you have given £823,000 purchase
price and £65b,000 Corporation value, will they not be
ed to the extent of your totals in Z and Y?
matter for the judgment of the

affect~

That is a
Definitely not Y.

Corr.mis~ion.

The total, according to your Schedule Z, is £63,7731

...

Yes.

to that extent,

So

thes~

,

I

figurea: ~e &ffee~ed1
,

don't know what you Inean by "affecte.d.lf . :
That means they will have to be sub-tracted
figure?'

·'1hy?

fr~m

this

"That answer do, you get if you SUbtract?

The total acquisition which is in a precominantly Euro
pean area is lessened to that extent?

: Well, if the Com
.

,".

mission feels that they should be subtracted, I have no objec
tion to them being subtracted, as I have said.

3chedule

a list of the acquisitions by Indians from Luropeans of

A

is

subdi~

Now I acknowledge, and the papers make it perfectly

visions.

plain, that there have been occasions over the p6riod of thir
teen or fourteen years with Which the Corrmission is concerned,
in which some of the properties have changed hands three times.
I ac ;:nowledge that.
...
"

If you can convince hhe

CorrE.i~sion

that

the figures in Z should be subtracted from the figures in A,
we shall be the last to offer any objection to that being done
if the Commission thinks it is the proper thing to do.
,

This is a simple matter,

"Je know the Corrmisaion will

uae its own judgment, but there are things which are obvious.
~"ou

take the trouble of putting the purchase, valuation price,

and then you give us a summary and make it known to the world
that there are

80

many subdivisions, purchse price so much,
valuatl.on

JIS
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valuation so much, has been acquires by Indians in European
areas.

Then when it is pointed out to you, when you realise

that these figures will not be a true reflection of the posi
tion, then you prepare ;3chedule Z.
tR.

f. ~ACKEURTAN

: It

'.~as

in courQe of preparation.

will not allow a misstaterent to be made.

I~.KHjee's

I

point

is this - that the total figure of purchase price, valuation
and the like, on top of Schedule A, should., in his submission,
be reduced by - how much?
r/R. KAJEE :

By the total in .3chedule Z, the £63,733,

purchase price.
rR . .tA.CKLtJRTAN : Do you make the point that the

£823,518 should be reduced by £63, OOO?
~

rR.
rR.

KAJEE : Yes.
ROHlES:

It is a matter for the Corrmission to de

cide • . I have done my best to give to the COIrmission the in
forrr;ationthat is called for by the Corrmission' s ., terms of re
ference.

I have tried to do it as fairly and impartially as

I can.

EXAr( INATION BY

rR.

KAJEE, Contd.:

Then the deletions that you have agreed to, and the du
plications that you have agreed to are in Schedule A will also
affect the figures?

They most certainly will.

About

this there can be no question at all.
Now what we would say is that the figures are now sub
~

ject to correction?

Yes, that is why I have been cor

recting them all the time I have been here.
'!Tould it be possible for you today to tell us what
those figures really are?
ER.

r.:~CKEURTAN:

No.
·'le had it in our minds to give a

corrected statement after the evidence, during the adjournment.
EXMflINATION BY rlffi. KAJEE, '" Contd. :
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For the purpose of Annexure A, and for the purpose of
e

the six areas that have been ringed i.n green, the only cri ter
ion that has guided the Corporation has been ownership by an
Yes, that i.;; s,o.

Indian?

occupation of the area by the nature of its population?
No, occupation was not a factor which influencEd the Coun
cil in deciding where these green lines should be placed.

The

The first is that we have no reliable

reason is two-fold.

data about occupation; and the second is this - if we did have
data about occupation, it is a very transient sort of title,
"'"

~.

it does not give as perITanent an idea, if I may say so, as own
ership does.

For these two reasons, ownership was the sole

factor which guided the decision as to where these .€,reen lines
should go.

or

The reason why there is no reliable data. about oc

cupation is because in 1924, in this Province, there was a
un
change in the law of rating, which made it/necessary for such
data to be again compiled
there was a

provi~ion

Prior to 1924

by the Council.

in the law for the recovery of unpaid

rates from the tenant of a property, but that provision was
,

repealed in 1924, and does not now exist, so that there is
therefore no purpose in the Corporation spending time and
money in the compilation of statistics with regard to the oc
cupation.
Therefore your submission in these schedules that cer
tain areas are all predominantly European

i~

only based upon

the fact that in those areas Indians do not own properties in
a predominant manner?

Yes, that is correct, except

that I must say that I don't like ypu calling it our 'fsubmis
sion" •

It is the best that we can do with the information

at our disposal.

Don't forget that we did make one survey

in regard to occupation, information about which is contained
in Schedule 1:...
It

_.. .

J '~"
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It would have been impossible for you from the Valuation
Roll at any time to have made out a list of Indians who are oc

e

cupants of properties in those areas - from .your Valuation Roll?
It would not have been reliable.
colurr~

There is an occupiers'

in the Valuation Roll, but, for the reason of the change

in the law that I have just explained, that is really obsolete,
and it is not reliahle.

I would not care to come to the Com

mi$oion and say that facts compiled from that information are
sufficiently reliable for me to put them before this Commission.
':Jould it therefore follow that Indian-owned properties
in the areas that are predominantly European may be largely oc
.~

cupied by non-Europeans, or Indians or E.uropeans?
in order to get that information - what
.,

It was

infor~~tion

we could on

that point - that Annexure E to the .S chedule was compiled .
vlill you refer to my Annexure C - our reference to An
riexure C, page 27, analysis oC population?

Yes •

.T hat is a reference to your Annexure C, and your graphs.
I kno w what you 3aid this morning in reply to II':r. Rustomjee.

My question to you is this - taking the population as a whole,
European and Indian population combined, and in terms of the
total population, the position as given by us here is that in
1927, the European population owned 10,785 subdivisions and the

Indians owned 1,034 subdivisions.

Is that correct?

I

see the figures, yes.
Taking the total of 100, and making it a percentage
basiS, it works out at 91.2 in favour of the E.uropean, 8.8 in
favour of the Indian?

Do you want me to work it out and

say whether that is right?
I am only going on your figures, on your Annexure C?
Is your arithmetic correct?

Is the fact correct?

-qe say the figures are correct.

It is based upon the Corporation's facts.
checked your

arithrr~tie,

that is my point.

I have not

Subject

JIi3
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Subject to the checking of my ari thrr,etic, would you ac
I see it to be so.

cept that this would be the position?

~

And that the 1940 p08ition would be 12,782 subdivisions
ownea by Europeans - that is 87.7 percentage - and that Indi
ans would own 1783 subdivisions, which is

e~ual

to 12.3 per

I see that.

cent - would you agree to that?

Before

you leave that point, can you tell me now whether there are
an;y ' cases ~ andhow many there are, of these subdivisions in
which rr:ore thE,n one subdivision makes up one property?
I am only going on your information.

I

a~

not answer

ine questions; I am asking you upon your facts.

ThiS

'-.

is what occurs to me - you attempt to destroy the value of our

statistics on that criticism; now you put up statistics.
No, we haven't.

On exactly the same footing, if

your criticism applies to the figures I have' put up, surely it

mu&t apply to yours?
It mUdt apply both ways, both to Europeans

and Indians,

the same ) rinciple which you are tr;ying to say r.1y submission
is not correct, i't vv ill apply to Europeans.

You cannot

say that after 1"1'. Rustomjee' s questions this morning, that
Indian holdings are all small, and consist of one subdivision
of 50 x 80 feet.
Do you agree to these figures?
THE,
tion~

CHAIID,:AN ;

of th8t dort.

~!le

are simply wasting time asking ques

These figures are based on data published

by the Corporation?
e

11t. KAJEL : Yes.

THE

CHAIRrt.AN:

The Corporation puts up these figures.

Naturally the Corporation supposes them to be correct.
make certain calculations on those figures.

You

The only way Ur.

Howes could admit the correctness of your calculations is by
checking your arithmetic, which, he has not had time to do.
~;'lL

KAJEE : "'e have given them these figures since the

4th

~

.

I

" ' -. _"'" I
_ '-- ,-:;
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'/e have got to get some case made out on what

Lecember.
Howes adrr:its.
TIU_

Are you satisfied that your calculations

CHA.Im. ~AN

arE! correct?
lB. KAJEE

THE

Yes.

CHAIR~tAN

!

How are you assisted by an admission by

r!r. Ho :es?
rR. KAJEE

To the extent that r,-r. Howes hes submitted

certain contentions, which we say that, accorc.ing to our con
tentions, these would be also correct - if we calculated on
~

this basis of population, are these figures right, because it
works out in our favour to shmw that Mr. Howes has shown, tak
ill£ a group as a group, there ic a certain colossal increase
"'"

in favo.ur of the Indian.

"Ie

take it in terms of population.

On the whole we say that the increase is not so phenomenal as
has been n;ade out, taking
population as a whole.

8~ouP

by group.

'ie are taking our

';!e are finding out what is corr ect

in terms of the total increase or decrease.

r R. H(,TYE.S
arithmetic:

I do nct challenge the correctness of your

If you say it is correct, I am prepared to ac

cept that it is correct.

But I do point out that your figures

show that in the 13 years that have passed, there has been a
50 per cent increase in the nurr.ber of subdivisions that the

Indians have owned; there has been a four per cent decrease
in the number of subdivisions that the Europeans have owned.
~

Thot is what your figures show.
EXA~,rINATION

~'Je

BY

rem.

adrr:i t that.

KAJEE, Contd.:

'1e want you to ackno'Nlec1ge whether

this is correct or not.

I have told you now, I do not

challenge your figures.
Of the a.ensity p-er subdivision, the value of letting of
peaperty per cap! ta, pcpulat.ion holding?
lenge

a~

of tMQe figures.

T do- not chal

And/

-, .

,

~~)

.L

L., ~'~ l.

Ci l,y

.L{-:,-~~t.I .

COli I:r.:;i.l

And the difference in favour of Europeans?
e

I

'::r. .'-}')"i ~

challenge any of them.
And that in 1940, that 'the difference in favour of Luro··
peans of propElrty holding is greater than that of 1927 by near
ly £160, on the second page?

'Ve want to pojnt out that in

terIfS of the general population, that the Ind.ian holding in
1940 is 9.02, the value of rating of

property~

a;.'ld that our

population has increased, while the F.Juropean population, the
percenta[e of Zuropean population hBS decreased.
I R. T ACKEt:RTAN
~

FR. KAJLE
~:'R.

HOl'JE,.,J

: Per capita?

Per capita.
The result of your per capita calculation,

as ll'r. rackeurtan points out, i.J that today the average indian
....

owns more property than he did in 1927, and the averaEe Euro
pean owns leos, exactly in terILS of population per capita.
acknowledge that.

":,n en it comes down to

th~

"re

difference in

favour of Europeans in aggregate amount, the amount today is
greater than

i-tw8,S

in 1927.
arrount?

l'. H •

K..~JEE

- ~'hat

iR.

HOT"lL~

The arr.ount of holding.

YR.

~'\JI.E

You mean total rateable value?

rR.

HO'lJEd

Yes, but do not forret when you calculFitE

A,

the total
1927 'J

ra~eable val~e

~ith

that ycu have to tnke, intoaccouht the v -3 ry larg€'

of building:':) like Pa;yne
~

of Durban 1n 1940 as compared

~rothera,

.3tuttafcrd's, the

.!llJ.rr.b~:r

L~y::a.j--"

Hotel - t:ll these enormously costly builGings on the II arine
Parade 5 al:d allover the European quarter of the town, . whi~h
have no purallel in the 1ndi2n portion of the town.
P.,2 {. KAJEE ~

With all submiss ion, the an:ount of property

built in the GreJ' 3treet area in the last thirteen years
arnounts to 'Jver a million pounds.

1ndian3 have improved their

property, Europeans have improved their property.

Propor- ,

tioilally, therefore, today, my SUbmission is that, despite the
increa6e

J
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increase in the number of holdings by 50 per cent - the in
crease in holding of rating property was n.e arly 50 per cent, '

e

when the SEgregate figures core to be reckoned, the European
holding per capita is £160 more per head today than it was in
1927.

The total accorGing to

The total per head was £641.

population, Indian-owned i,3 @43.4.11 worth, while the Europear..
owns £417.15.9.

The advantage in favour of the European is

£354.11.10, which is £160 more than it was in 1927.
Noy}

we come to Schedule

I have prepared certain

E.

papers which will enable the Cowmission to follow my ques
~

(DocumentQ produced.)

tions.

rE. l,:ACKEURTAN : These are new to u.s, but we will
answer them.
~'R.

---

IC.JEL

To follow it better, we have l"!'arked out the

map of Durban in a very small way, too.
THE

CHAIRr:AN :

Is this bundle of docurr.ents relating to

the Corporation's Annexure E?
·r"R. KAJEE

Yes.

In this regard we supplied the Cor

poration with a cicheGule as far back

as

the 4th December,

','i .i 'ich is attached tc our letter of the 4th December.
THE CHArm·AN : You want to put this ma,? in.
better call it sorr.ething - call i t

I,m.

KAJI;E

'~Congr€ss

~Ne

had

!\:ap 1".

You will see in Schedule E of the Corpora-

tion's Annexure E to Schedule A, they have given block plan
numbers.

Here, now, th€:::ie block plan number.3 are [:arked on

this map.

The first nun;bers.

Below that are our own refer

~

enc€ numbers, which you will be able to follow when I refer
to the03e schedules which I have put in.

There are 30 areas

that the Corporation officials visited to

exa~ine

ties.

717 proper

Do you agree to that?

r,R.

l~CKEURTAN

MR. HOWES

: If you say so.

•
I have just counted them now.

There are

30 areas.
1.R.

JI3
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l.R. KAJEE

If you will refer to Annexure D, to our

~

criticism of the Corporation annexure.
THE CHAIR~'AN : Is this the analytical criticism?

rR. KAJEE : Yes.
HOWLS

~~.

Is this just a digest of what is contained

in Schedule E.?
FR. KAJEE

as

i ~O'fIES

r"R.

~ACKEURTAN

pri~a

I think we are prepared to take this

facie correct.
KAJEE : There is page 1 and 2 of the analytical

criticism.
.....

: If your digest is correct, that is correct.

~. :R.

~ ·. R.

i~

Yes.

Now the Corporation block plan 21, in which it

stated that Indians have 37 properties, of which 25 were

occupied by Europeans, nine by Indians, one coloured and two
unoccupied, of \"Jhich we have made analyses out of these on
page 3 of this reference to Durban Corporation Annexure £ 
THE CHAIID."AN : 1'\Then you refer to it verbally, please
iC:ientify the docUIr.ent you are speaking of.
~R.

KAJEE : I arr; referring to our submission, reference

Durban Corporation Annexure E, page 3.
this one (indicated)
l"R. l.'iACKEVRTAN

I

~

referring to

Call it lf Congreci6 2".
The one headed I'Reference Durban Cor

poration Annexure E'I, can we call that "'Congress 2 11 , and the
one that is marked 'IAr1l, page 1, call it "Congress 3"?
I,1L KAJEE
~

On page 3 of the Congress 2, referring to

this block No. 21 of the Corporation,

':Je

have n:ade analyses,

from which we have been able to ascertain that 14 properties
were acquired sub.:aequent to 1914, and 23 were acquired prior
to 1927.
FR.

~'ACKEt;"RTAN

: According to our records, 14 of these

properties were acquired since

1927~

leaving 23, which were

in Indian !occupation prior to January, 1927.

That is what
lI~r

•

JIS

.

'I ' <i
.up
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Lr. Kajee is trying to establish.
e

llrR.

KAJEE : This area 21 on the Corporation r£lap ad

joins area D - one of the areas which I marked out
'~Congress

"D~"

on

What we are try

lU, now on ''''Congress 21t , page 6.

ing to make out from this, as you will see at the top of graph
3 (Schedules, etc. read.)

TlVe have given in this page 1 and

2 of this IitCongress 3", all these areas which are contiguous
to the areas marked in green, and have shown that the acquisi
tion of property in these areas, what was there before 1927
and what has been acquired since 1927,and by that we want to
prove that the3e have been a natural expansion, and we have
given it in a very clear and analytical ferm to show all those
areas that are contiguous to the green areas.
~

1,"R.

l"ACKEURTAN : Mr. Kaj ee has t.aken this block, and he

has found that 23 out of 37 properties were in Indian owner
ship before January, 1927.

Therefore he

sugge~ts

that that

block shoUld have been ringed in green on our plan, because
23 out of a7 were

~n

Indian ownership

No, that cannot be

right.
IlL

KAJEE :

~11hat

we are trying to maintain - I followed

the evidence in the Trasnvaal - is this - that there was an
element of Indian occupation and ownership there sufficient to
prove, and joining to what the Corporation itoelf has accepted
as being a predominantly Indian area. that that was natural
expansion, and there is a doubt if some of it should not have
e

been included in that area marked in green.

That is what we

are trying to maintain - that these areas marked in green, if
they take into account there is no visitation of these

7l~

pro

perties, which is the total ownership of Indians outside these
green areas, a large number of them could be accounted for by
the fact that they could be included in these green areas
which we marked on our No.1 as A,B,C,D,E,F,G, - each of these
blocks

·JT2

14
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blocks given by the Corporation itself.
~
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I will just give the

blocks that I have referred to - Block No. 21, Block 19, Block
18.
IR. l'.ACKEURTAN

'vas the whole of that block visited, or

only part?
~:1t.

KAJEE

as they are.

~'Je

don t t know.

iiJe have just £ot the figures

"Te have got the roads in our No.2.

T>Fe have

given you the roads that we have found where Incian properties
are.

21 is next to D, 19 is next to C, 18 is next to C and B,

29is next to G, 36 is next to E, 38 is next to E, 41a is next
to F, and 41 is next to F.
I'lL

~.· ACKLURTAN

: This visitation of Schedule E does not

comprise the whole of Block 21; it only comprises Churchill,
~

Livingstone, Umgeni and
f/r,. Kajee : No.

Roads?
Those are the boundaries of the block.

The block itself has been visited.

e

i·1o;

\~

. f{:.

Dl:1:'bfm <';i ty

...,

Council.

(At this stage Messrs.
spected Map B).
MR. WlACKEURTAN:

....... ('

->_ ',.,I • ..)

Mackeurtan~

(,
....

~

Howes and Kajee in

If I may venture to address you, sir, I

understand what Mr. Kajee is trying to

esta~liBh

is this: He

has taken our green areas and has shown that near those there

has been a con3iderable amount of further Indian acquisition,
which he said is a natural expanaion, especially as around
SOme of those green araas there were already Indians established
We hS78 not

in 1927.

t~e

that, if there was to be any
t~e

1927,

expBnsic~

from those areas after

natural expansion was round the boundaries of those

green ar e as; even if they did
.~~

slight e3 t 0v jectlon to admitting

not form a majorit y , that makes

it all the more likely that Indian expansion
in that direction.

would be natural

This I am prepared to condede without the

slightest hesitation, if that is what Mr. Kajep, wants.
KAJEF:

MR.

...,-

I am very grateful for that.

That is our case

as given in Congress Exhibit No.3_ which accounts for 477 of
the 717 properties visited by Corporation officials, as given
in Annexure E to Schedule A of the Durban Corporation.
MACKEURTAN: You mean they are

M:=L

~il

in the contipl0'(lS

areas?

MR. KAJEE: Yes.

rm.

~ffiCKEURTAN:

MR.

Kf;JEE: Yes.

And form a natural expansion?

1'IR6 f{lACKEURTAN: Well, I won't necessarily concede that. Will

you tell us in what years there has been expansion contiguous to
our green

are~s?

MR. KAJEE: We will take Schedule ·E and will take Block 21

eo

of the Corporation;

MR.

MACKEu~TAN:

nur reference in No.2 is No.3.
That is the one you have just been dealing

wi th?
MR. KAJEE: That is Churchill, LiVingstone, Umgeni and
Windermere Roads area.

MR • • j

FOR

10ge.
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r/lR. MACKEURTAN ~
MR, KAJEE:-

Tha t is 21 ?

Part of 21.

But all the expansion is

contiguous to that, as you will see from the map.
MR"

lV1ACKEURTAN:-

If you want us to concede that it is

contiguO"L1S to the area marked green, that is so.
Now

NC3.

19 and 18;

MR.

MACKEURTA N:

19, all along Umgeni Road.

You

are no t cla i mini! the whole of the

black, are you ?
MR. KAJEE:

No.

MR. MACKEURTAN:

Those parts wbich are contiguous to

our green areas.
HR. Kt.JEE:

If you will refer to page 6 of our Congrees

No.2, Sir, you will see there what we have called a list of
By that we want to maintain to the

new acquisitions.
"'"

Corporation tbat they are along "err and along Umgeni Road,
and the lane leading off it.

r-m. MACKEURTAN:

We cannot make an admission to the

extent of the expansion, but that that is the natural area
for expansion to take place is undoubted.

I understand the

Conpress does not claim the whole of the Uorporation's block.

}m.

KAJEE:

No.

What we do maintain is that there is

natural expansion.
MR. MACKEURTAN1

The areas where it has taken place are

all shown on the map.
MR. KAJEF:

I have taken the block, my lord, jus t

becau~e

the Corporation has taken the block in its own schedule;
~,

have tried to follow that as far as
18 --

p~ssible.

we

Now, Block

No, I think we will leave it at that as Mr. Mackeurtan

bas made a general admission.

We have accounted for 477

properties.
MR. MACKEURTAN:'
MR, KAJEE:
green.

t

do not know how many are accounted for.

They are in areas contiguous to those marked

The majority of aoquisitions have been in areas in
which •• /
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which the Indian was there., and which are contiguous to those
areas in green.
CHAIRMAN:

What is your figure of 477;

assuming it is

correct, what does it prove?
MR. KAJEE:

It proves that our 477 out of 717 properties

owned by Indians in alleged predominantly European areas are
in areas

contig~cus

to the areas marked green on the map,

which we have tried to analyse, Sir, as you will see in
subsequent pages.
CHAIRMAN:
l1R. KAJEE:'

Do you put that up as a reason?
No, Sir, no t as a reason.

V'Ie

are making

a criticism of Annexure E.
MR.
~

1'T.ACKEURTAN~

You cannot go morp than on general

principles; when you say the expansion is in an area contiguous
to a green area, what is that first area?

You can say,

"close to the green areas there has been expansion;

it is

a natural place for expansion."
eHAIm~AN:

hR. KAJEE:

But how far does that take you?
If there were a more liberal view taken of

the green areas, a large number of these properties might
have been included in . the green area.
CHAIRMAN:
~,m.

KAJEE:

Not prr;ldcminantly European at all?
Not

MR. MACKEURTAN:
MR. KAJEE:
were taken with

Yes.

pred(~ minantly

European a tall.

In 1927 ?
I take you to Bleck 18.

If Block 18

"c" and combined - we have counted the number

of properties in this area;

we find if the total of 18 and

"elf were taken together on 1st January 1927, that property
should have been linked as a whole as predominantly Indian? 
(Witness):

Should it have been?

MR. KAJEE:

It is a proper way of making green areas.

CHAIRMAN:

It has been explained that the Corporation

followed natural boundaries in many cases.

They had to
r,~R. KAJEE: ••• /

FCR
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~

.. KAJEE:

The Race Course should have been the na tural
These block plans about which we

boundary, too1 -

e

much now

he~r

so

prepared for the purpose of this

not

were

Commission;

1092.

they were prepared many years ago and are plans

that are in constant use in the City Valuator's Office for
the purpose of' valuation.

The v are

~

epared in such a way

that they give you a map of a convenient size, without regard
to what the boundaries are - in other words the map of
Durban is just cut up into separate pieces of a definite
size without regard to natural boundariex, wide streets or
small streets, and so on.
~. -,

If anything is absolutely

arbitrary it is the division of the town into these blocks.
But the selection of the line of these green lines was not

~

arbitrary;

it was done very carefully indeed.
I do want
when
to emphasise, Sir, that/the green lines were drawn on that

map, only the black had been put on it;

the red was not there.

That was done deliberately in order to ensure that there was
no confusion from seeing black and red in demarcating what
should be predominantly Indian areas in 1927.

So when these

green lines were drawn we were, if I may say so, in a much
better position to do it than you are
CHAIRl1AN:

to~day.

You say, Mr. Kajee, these green areas should

have beun enlarged ?
~m.

KAJEE:

Yes;

and, further, that the expansion has

been in an adjacent area.
to our No.3.

On page 3 of our No.3, marked liB" - it should

have been page 3;

here we have one question to ask Mr. Howes,

if he will come to the map.
49.

My lord, there are other schedules

There is one area, Sir, - area

(Mr .. Kajee and Mr. Howes proceeded to Map B).

In

Corporation Block 49 - our reference No. 26 - bounded by
Lorraine Avenue., Lathem Gardens, Fenniscowles Road and
Prospect Road - the block as marked there in black is pre
dominantly Indian.

That, by the same principle, we submit,
Sir •• /

B' CR
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Sir, should have been marked in green? - The reason why
th2t was not marked as a predominantly Indian area was
because the Indian owned sub-divisions at 1937 formed only
a small part of what could rightly be described as the area
in relation to locality, and that when the area as a whole
was taken into account, to define what should be the area,
we und8rstood that.

Then this small part did not fall into

what was a predominantly Indian area.

Actuall y I can see

that on the narrow limits of the arAa of the map which
~(ajee

~~.

has pointed out, ' if due regard is not had to what we

imagine to be the prope r, natural boundaries, it would be
~-~

possible to say that that is predominantly Indian;

but when

regard is had to the proper meaning of the word !lareal!, of
10

which that is a small part, then we came to the opinion that
it was not a predominantly Indian area as a whole.
Wt . KAJEE:

With submi ss ion, I say "G!! and rrD" on the

map, if that argument of Mr. Howes follows, should have been
eliminated.

If one of the Commissioners will come to the

map, it would ba obvious to him that
trG" and

~hat

area is larger than

II T)".

CHAIRMAN:
"G H as it did.

very small area;

we do not yet know wh y the Corporation marked
It may have a Tlery good reason.

"Gil is a

but there may be a reason for that.

We do

not know what the reason is.

MR. KAJEE:
bounaaries

...

Owned.

The reason is, thev have taken natural

and the majority of the properties are Indian

In this area we maintain therp, is very little

European owned propp,rty, according to their own marking.
C BAI&~AN:

Yes;

but is not the point that the Corporation

by applying the principle which it considers to be the correct
one, has demarcated a very small area

"G", and, by following

natural boundaries, says that was a predominamtly Indian
area.

Now, you pOint to another area.

How do we know
the t •• /

FCR
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that the same argument applies there ? - We will take
you there to-morrow.
e

MR. KAJEE:

Mr. Howes has explained that he has taken

the whole area.
CHAIRMAN:

I understand Mr. Howes to say that the

portion that was Indian owned he did not quite consider
constituted a whole area, but part of an area.
~m.

KAJEE:

We must know why he marked "D" or "G";

that is only a small part of the big area.
matt~r

For that

everything marked in green is an area of the bigger

area? - Let us take "D II , Mr. Kajee.

The boundaries of

liD" are Umgeni Road, Adrian Road, u) which the tram line
runs, and which is an important main road;
(.)

-

Hill Road - the tram line runs up that;
road.

Then you come down

then Stamford

that is a main

it is not named on this map;

I do not remember the name of it.
Croydon Road;

it is a very small road? - At any rate

that appeared to us to be the natural boundaries of this
areB.
Road
You have taken Croydon/as a natural boundary;

it is

only a ten feet lane.
Gardens~

I have taken Lorraine Aunue, Latham
which
Fenniscowles and Prospect Road~fore 100' roads;

Latham Gardens and Lorraine Avenue are big roads - bigger
than Croycqn Road, which has been taken as the boundary for
Road
"D" •
Croydo n/i s only a 15' road.
Our submis s ton, SIr,
is that the map as ringed in green is arbitrary.

...

lIB.

Sir.

MACKEURTAN:

You can judge for yourselves tomorrow,

We may be wrong, but we believe we are right.
CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Kajee;

I take it you have got a good

many !Jore questions still?
HR. KAJEE:-

Yes,. a few more questions still? - May I

make one remark before we leave this particular subject.

I

am questIoned about the reason why the boundary of the green
area •• /

'..'

r-,

.,-' V J..._
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area was made at Croyd n Road.

This road here - if you

will bear that in mind - "'Jhen that was done there was no
,..

red on this map, only black;

you will find that the black

area extended from there to there (indicating);

there it

starts (indicating), and from there right up to here
(indicating) there was a single black property.
CHAIRMAN:
we

adjo~rned

Mr. Kajee, would it be convenient for you if

for ten minutes?

MR. K.AJEE:

Yes, my lord.

(The Commission adjourned for 15 minutes).
(On resuming)
M~.

KAJEE:

Mr. Howes, with regard to our No.3 -

~

Umgeni, Salisbury, Wolsey and High Roads;
~

Corporation

reference No. 24?- That is right at the extreme end of the
map, by the letter liB".
Should not those have been incorporated as an Indian
area? - We do not think so.

When you saw it on the map,

without the red- on it, there was a substantial amount of
Indian ownership in it, but we did not think it could be
called a predominantly Indian area.
That is about the size of IIG", right at the top.

Should

not that have been marked out as a green area ? - If the
Commission is satisfied from what one can see on the map,
it should have been done, I have no objection.

It will

make no difference to the Commission's work, because therp
are no subsequent acquisitions in that top area, in the
particular part that you refer to.
But it would account, as you will see in the schedule,
for 33 properties? - I do not admit that.
I would ask you to refer to our No. I ? - Yes, I see
that the boundaries of the block embrace pretty well the
whole ••. /
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whole of that area.
page 1 of our No. 2 

But the Indian acquisitions
are confined to that small area
~

? - I am not wedded to

If the Commission thinks that should

these green lines.

be ringed in green, we will readily do it.
Thank you.
at the point;

Now we come to Block No. 1 - right down
our No, 3 reference 18.

That area has

been in Indian occupation for 70 years? - If you look at
the map, you will see there are a few very scattered black
dots, but there is not enough thpr8 to justify that

bein~

called a predominantly Indian area.
We will take Camperdown and Point Roads, Bell
and Escombe Terrace? - Thpre is nothing there to

Str~et
ju~tify

that being called a predominantly Indian area.
HR. MACKEURTAN:

~

i!_

Unless the harbour is predominantly

Ind ian !
MR. KAJEE:

there
Indians have been living Ifor over 50 or 60

years? - I am quite prepared to concede that.
Now we come to Shepstone and Bell Streets;

that comes

under the same category? - Look at the map and ask yourself
whether you can call it a predominantly Indian area.
impossible to do tt.

It 1s

The Corporation did expropriate some

property under the Slums Act there from two Europeans called
Collins and Style, and thpre was

l1ti~ation

about it.

But that was Indian owned prior to Col11ns and Style's
Inquiry? - I believe so.
That would account for 23 propprties ? - I do not know
tha t.
Now we come to your Corporation r8ference Block 37 
our reference 22 ? - That extends from Umbilo Road right up
to Manning Road.
Would not you call that a mixed area, because it is
largely occupied by coloureds generally? - No, I do not
think •• /

FeB
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think you can cail that a mixed area;

as at 1927 I do not

think you can call that anything at least but predominantly
European •.
'=

We do not say the whole of the area, but the lower
I

would not you call that largely

portion near Umbilo Road;

a coloured population? - How far up from Umbilo Road?
Say Noble Road ? - No.
Campbell's Avenue, Turner's Avenue? - I have no
knowledge of that area from

192~

~

Anyhow, I should never

call it anything but predominantly European as at that time.
May I put another question7 - Where does the coloured
population of this town reside? - I am afraid I could not
~

I do not think there are very many of them.

tell you.

Would you challenge Our contention that that lower
part of Block 27 is predominantly coloured ? - At 1927 ?
....

At 1927, or to-day;

put it at 1940 - owned

and

occupied? - Mr. Kajee without data upon which I can form
an opinion I really think it is unfair to put that to me,
because I cannot give you a reliable answer.

I can tell

you what I think, but that is not worth anything.
Do you think the occupation is largely coloured? - I
do not know.
Now we will go to our No.3, "e" Schedule of isolated
Indian occupation - your Annexure "E".

We admit the

isolation? --
~IIR.

MA CKEU11TA N:

There are very few Ind ians in that

area.
MR. KAJEE:

We contend that the Corporation's schedule

liE" shows in those seven 'years there were only 22 Indian
occupants in that Corporation Block 22, Corporation Block 28a,
Corporation Block 28, Corporation Block 30, Corporation Block
31, Corporation Block 40, and Corporation Block, centre of
borough •• /

}"CK~
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borough? - You have taken in pretty well half the Berea.
Now you have

t~ken

the Umbilo area.

In these seven blocks there are only 22 Indian occupa
tions.

It is

"c" of

1923.

28 should be 82 ? - That

appears to be so, Mr. Kajee.

Of course, I will remind you,

if I may, of the Council's second memorandum on that subject
of occupation, that it is not a very permanent position;
but so far as your point is concerned it seems to be a very
good one.
The really isolated occupation by Indians in this pre
dominantly European area is 22 ?
MR. MACKEURTAN:·
,,_~

proper ty ?
MR. KAJEE:

~
101.

That is in respect of Indian owned

Yes.

HR. MACKEURTAN:

These are all Indian owned properties.

It is rather misleading to give an impression of so many
properties in the whole of the block a-nd that -there are only
7 Indians.

There are 41 Indian owned properties, of which

32 are occupied by Indians.

MR, KAJEE:

That is according to Schedule A.

There is one question, my lcrd, I want to

put to Mr. Howes, that in the area marked in green - "A" 
there is a portion marked red, at the corner of Queen Street
and Grey Street - a very large area marked in red, which is
erroneous.

It should have been marked black, because it

was in Indian occupation and ownership prior to 1927.
does not make much difference to the figures;

It

but what we

do submit, Sir, is that to some extent the map is entirely
reliable.

There is a big area therej which has a mosque

property and charitable trusts and
other, has been

marke~

in red.

whic~

for some reason or

To that extent we submit that

the map cannot be relied upon entirely.
MR. MACKEURTAN:

There is an error;

it looks like it • .
MR • • j
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Now, take the area marked green -

will see a small white area left out.

"c" -

you

Mr. Howes, if you

will come along to the map I will show you that largely it
is marked in black.
from "c" ?

For what reason has it been omitted

The natural boundary should have been the

railway, which is below the white? - You mean this stretch
(indicating) ?
Yes.

Why was that? - Because this is between the

railway line and Umgeni Road, one of the main roads of the
ci ty of Durban.

This is through one area, and this is

another (ind ica ting) •

So far as the area between the

Umgeni Road and the railway line is concerned, although
~

there are a number of Indian owned properties in It, it
cannot be ·said that the whole of that area is predominantly
Indian, because it takes you right up to Alice Street.
There is nowhere where you can draw a boundary between there
and

Alice Street.
Umgeni Road, as far as it is marked in green, in "C", 

the black area should have been included in "C li ? _ If you
take that, what are you going to do with it ?
Why mark this in black? - Because it is possible to
criticise the demaroation of green lines in that way,
wherever it is.
There is one question - I do not know whether it will
be pprmitted - that is, to ask Mr. Howes whether any native
land before it is put up to auction by the Corporation - as
Mr. Mackeurtan told us '-:

5~9

plots have been put up for
-

-

European occupation in the Stellawood and Manning Road area 
whenever these plots are put up for auction, first the
streets are curbed, channelled and laid out? - You know
that is not a reliable question.
As he said that 599 plots had been sold I

ju~t

wanted to

know •• /
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Know whether they are laid out, channelled, and so on, before
they are sold to Furopeans 1 - That has got nothing to do
with it.
CHAIRMAN:

Which branch of the Inquiry does that fall

under?

:m.

KAJEE:

Under the branch about figures ? - May I

say that this morning Mr. Kajee dictated to us a list of a
number of Deeds of Transfer in cases which he alleged had
been

omitted from the Corporation's Schedule Z and which

ought to have been included in it.

You will remember,

he told me he got the names and particulars from our 1938
Valuation Roll.
~.

The numbers, I take it, are recorded;

there is no need to repeat them; but I would like to say,
Sir, that in the interval which has passed, I have had that

.

...

allegation investigated and been furnished with information
and particulars about it - there were five cases· which
indicates that Mr. Kajee's contention that these should be
included in Schedule Z is not well founded.
cases which should be included in Z.

These are not

There is an explanat10n

for each one, which I will give you, if you want it, Sir, 
or give it to Mr. Kajee if he wants it.
CHAIRMAN:

I suggest that you give those to Mr. Kajee.

If he wants them recorded they can be recorded.

(Document

handed to Mr. Kajee).
MR. KAJEE:

Mr. Howes, there is one point more.

If

there are plots owned by Europeans or Indians anywhere in
town, they have to be licensed under Government or under
Municipal permit? - A Municipal permit.
Plots of less than £l,OCO rental? - Yes.
t:s

And a Government licence issued on the basis of Municipal
plots of £1,000 rental? - Yes.
The Licensing Officer inserts the condition of occupation
? - I am very surprised indeed to hear that he does, as I do

not • • j
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not think that he has tho

1~g~1 pO~o~

to

do it;

and if he

does, I doubt very much whether the position is of any legal
value.
Would it be any information to you that it is done in
evory instance - you have to put in the papers whether the
occupation will be by EUro.peans or Indians, even in the
application itself, which is printed? - I have got nothing
to add to what I have told you.
I do not know

wheth~r

trading licences, Sir

~

I can put any questions about

properties acquired for trading

purposes, and so on ?
CHAIRMAN:
"-.:..~

Bcquisi tion.

Well, we are only interested in the fact of
Of course, the trading aspect of the matter

may have a bearing upon the second branch of the Inquiry,
but I do not think it has a bearing on the first.
lor
t!

""'

I take

it that if you have omitted to put any questions on this
branch of the Inquiry, Mr. Mackeurtan and Mr. Howes would
have no objection to answering them later.
MR.

~ffiCKEURTAN:

MR. KAJEE:-

No, Sir.

All these questions dealing with housing,

slum clearance, and so on have been given to the Corporation.
CHAIRMAN:

They fall naturally under the second branch

of the Inquiry.
1ill. KAJEE:

We will leave that for the moment, then.

There !s one more question regarding maps.

Is it not the

case that the maps produced of the added areas do not
disclose ppoperties acquired by non-Indians from Indians
since 1933/34 ?

This applies both to properties marked in

black and in red on the maps.

I am talking about the maps

which are rolled up ? - The same position applies in regard
to the maps of the added areas as applies to the maps of the
old borough.

If in

1~35

a property was acquired from a
European •• /
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by an Indian l it was marked red;

but then if in

1936 that prvperty was resold by the Indian to a European

-

the red marktng of that property was then taken off the
map and would be white to-day.
What is the total number of sub-divisions owned by nonIndians in the added areas ? - I do not know.
You have given the number of Ind ian owned sub··eH "/i :3 ions
as 6,511 in 1934, and 8,270 in 1940, in your Annexure !IF!! of
the Corporation? - Wh8t are you asking for now;

the number

of European owners ?
Yes;

the number owned by vuropeans ? - I do not know.

I do not think we have take n that up.

""

Yes, you have.

It is in the last schedule? - No, we

have not calculated that.
Q

......

Neither have you calculated the total rateable

•

value~

as you have calculated the Indian value? - No,
Neither have you got the Indian population figures for
those added areas ? - The Indian population figures we have.
You have not given us the European population figures? 
No,
No, therefore, this schedule

"F"

cannot have any value

for the purpose of comparison ? - Obviously not, if the thing
with which it is to be compared is not

there~

It is a statement of what Indians own? - Yes,
Therefore, you cannot compare it with Indian ownership,
IndiRn population, or the value of the properties owned by
them as compared with Europeans? - NO I obviously not.

.

Gould you give us the European population of the added
areas? - I cannot give it to you at this moment.

If you

would like it taken out I have no doubt we can do that.
Could you make this information available to us, as
contained in our question No. 21 ?
MR, MACKEURTAN,

What 1s the question.
MR •• /

FCR
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About the number of sub-divisions owned by

Europeans; the total value of the property owned in the added
areas by Europeans, and the European population ? - I wont
promise it, because the information may not be available;
but if we have got it, we will give it to you.
Then, for the purpose of this Inquiry; Schedule IIFII is
valueless.

There were certain figures given by Mr6 SC0tt

in a letter dated 6th November 1939, addressed to Councillor
Pettersen.

Here is the letter (handed to Mr. Mackeurtan) ? 

Ye E, I have got the letter.
Would you agree with this expression of opinion made by
Mr. Scott at page 2:

IIIt is of interest to note that of these

-'-

( '-..r

14G properties, no less than Ill, or approximately 80~, fell

within Wards II and VII.

This indicates that there is in

:l

progress a normal radial expansion in Indian ownerships from

II
~

the Grey Street-Victoria street centre" ? - I think that is
correct to a fairly considerable degree, a radial expansion
from Grey Street to the Victoria Street centre.
MR. RUSTOMJEE:

I have only one question, my lord, if

Mr. Howes and Mr. Mallinson will come to the map.

(After

consulting the map) 

~'"

MR. RUSTOMJEE:

We will go into the question at a later

stage, my lord ?... - It involves e question which I cannot
answer a t the momen t.
CHAIRMAN:

I sugges t we meet her·e at 10

0'

clock to-morrow.

I think it would be advisable for someone to indicate to the

.

Commission, with reference to the large Map B, what exactly
we are going to be asked.

When we meet at 10 o'clock tomorrow,

all I ask is that members of the Commission be shown on the
map what they are going to be asked to see.
(The Commission adjourned at 4.30 p.m. until
10 a.m. to-morrow).

